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Mental rotation ability (MRA) is linked to academic success in the spatially complex Science, Technology, Engineering, Medicine, and Mathematics (STEMM) disciplines, and
anatomical sciences. Mental rotation literature suggests that MRA may manifest in the
movement of the eyes. Quantification of eye movement data may serve to distinguish
MRA across individuals, and serve as a consideration when designing visualizations for
instruction. It is hypothesized that high-MRA individuals will demonstrate fewer eye fixations, conduct shorter average fixation durations (AFD), and demonstrate shorter
response times, than low-MRA individuals. Additionally, individuals with different levels
of MRA will attend to different features of the block-figures presented in the electronic
mental rotations test (EMRT). All participants (n 5 23) completed the EMRT while metrics of eye movement were collected. The test required participants view pairs of threedimensional (3D) shapes, and identify if the pair is rotated but identical, or two different
structures. Temporal analysis revealed no significant correlations between response time,
average fixation durations, or number of fixations and mental rotation ability. Further
analysis of within-participant variability yielded a significant correlation for response
time variability, but no correlation between AFD variability and variability in the number
of fixations. Additional analysis of salience revealed that during problem solving, individuals of differing MRA attended to different features of the block images; suggesting that
eye movements directed at salient features may contribute to differences in mental rotations ability, and may ultimately serve to predict success in anatomy. Anat Sci Educ 00:
C 2015 American Association of Anatomists.
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INTRODUCTION
Spatial ability, the capacity to understand and remember spatial relationships between objects, is thought to be a key fac-
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tor that dictates how individuals perceive and interact with
their surroundings (Thurstone, 1938; McGee, 1979; Carroll,
1993). Furthermore, the role of spatial ability influences not
only how learners succeed in science, technology, engineering,
medicine, or math (STEMM) disciplines (Shea et al., 2001)
but also specifically the anatomical sciences (Rochford, 1985;
Lufler et al., 2012; Nguyen et al., 2012). Gross anatomy is a
visually complex topic, wherein students must learn to recognize anatomical features in different orientations, planes of
section, and through different visualization modalities,
through the application of visual cues, their spatial relationship to other structures (Zumwalt et al., 2015). Indeed,
despite the variety of methods available to teach anatomy,
the role that an individual’s spatial ability cannot be
Anat Sci Educ 00:00–00 (2015)

understated; particularly when utilizing resources that display
anatomical features from varying viewpoints (Garg et al.,
2001). With this in mind, one must consider the possible
spatial-ability-based pedagogical techniques that could be
designed to bolster this trait, and yield enhancements in the
training of gross anatomy (Lufler et al., 2012).
Commonly used as an umbrella term, spatial ability is not
monolithic, but rather composed of several discrete, but interrelated subabilities (Carroll, 1993). One of these subabilities is
mental rotations ability (MRA): the capacity to rotate two- or
three-dimensional figures rapidly and accurately (Linn and
Petersen, 1985). For decades, MRA has occupied a niche in
cognitive psychology, and has been linked to a number of other
domains, including skill acquisition, knowledge transfer, and
academic performance in spatially complex disciplines, such as
surgical training and anatomical science (Wanzel et al., 2002a;
Grober et al., 2003; Brandt and Davies, 2006; Van Herzeele
et al., 2010; Lufler et al., 2012; Nguyen et al., 2012). Typically,
MRA is measured by performance on standardized tests of
mental rotations, such as tests employing the line-images of
Shepard and Metzler (Shepard and Metzler, 1971) and the Vandenberg and Kuse Mental Rotations Test (Vandenberg and
Kuse, 1978; Peters et al., 1995). These tests can serve to identify individuals as high-, intermediate-, or low-MRA based on
individual score (Geiser et al., 2006). It is accepted that in
timed conditions, individuals with higher MRA complete these
tests in less time and with greater accuracy than those with
lower spatial ability (Nguyen et al., 2014).
Researchers have attempted to investigate the cognitive processes that underlie MRA, and its relationship with skill acquisition and anatomical knowledge acquisition, but conclusive
answers have yet to be determined (Leek et al., 2004). One
hypothesis suggests that mental rotation may manifest through
the movements of the eye, as fixations, that is, maintaining gaze
on a single location (Carpenter, 1988), are intimately involved in
our ability to visually encode spatially distributed information
(Just and Carpenter, 1976; Shepard and Cooper, 1986). Foundational experimentation has demonstrated that individuals’ gaze
patterns are under cognitive control, and tailored to the task at
hand (Buswell, 1935; Yarbus, 1967). Subsequently, investigations
have shown that the order and duration of fixations are tightly
linked to the specific target task (Triesch et al., 2003; Land, 2004;
Hayhoe and Ballard, 2005; Kowler, 2011; Lai et al., 2013).
In a pioneering study, Just and Carpenter (1985) explored
how eye movements may relate to spatial reasoning. Under
their paradigm, significant differences in the eye movement
metrics of individuals of high and low MRA were identified
while participants answered questions composed of Shepard
and Metzler line-images of blocks (Just and Carpenter, 1985).
On average, low-MRA individuals exhibited longer trial
response times, and conducted more fixations per trial. These
results have thus encouraged further inquiry into the fundamental differences that exist between high- and low-spatial
individuals, and how these intrinsic human factors can predefine success in mental rotations in terms of comprehension and
apprehension of spatially salient structures. Regions of spatial
salience are the areas that possess perceptual qualities that
make them stand out relative to the their surroundings (Itti
et al., 1998). In the case of the line-drawn blocks of Shepard
and Metzler test, spatially salient structures are hypothesized
as regions of the figures that convey depth and positional information divulging the orientation of the structure in space.
This study aims to explore eye movements and MRA, during
the completion of an adapted, electronic mental rotations test
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(EMRT) where no time limits are imposed. The goal is to elucidate both temporal and salience patterns associated with MRA.
It is hypothesized that MRA score will be negatively correlated
with average fixation duration, average response time, and number of fixations occurring during the performance of the EMRT.
Furthermore, individuals with different levels of MRA will
attend to different features of the block-figures presented in the
EMRT as they solve spatial questions. Finally, it is predicted that
individuals of high MRA will demonstrate more variation in
question-response time across the performance of the EMRT
indicative of cognitive flexibility in solving spatially challenging
visual problems. It is thought that through this line of investigation, differences between low- and high-MRA individuals will
be revealed, and serve as a foundation for future eye-movement
directed spatial ability training protocols. Such protocols would
serve to enhance spatial reasoning in low-MRA individuals on
MRA tasks, and potentially lead to enhanced performance in
both the anatomical science and the STEMM disciplines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Students at The University of Western Ontario with normal, or
corrected to normal vision by way of contact lenses, were
invited to participate in this exploratory study (7 males and 16
females), under approval from the institution’s Research Ethics
Board. Individuals with EMRT scores exceeding one standard
deviation above the mean were considered to be high MRA,
and those with EMRT scores less than one standard deviation
below the mean were considered to be low MRA. All other
individuals who demonstrated scores within one standard deviation of the mean in either direction were considered to have
intermediate MRA. This approach was adopted, rather than a
median split, to exacerbate the distinction between high- and
low-MRA individuals (Kozhevnikov et al., 2007). That is, individuals of high- and low-MRA are separated by a degree of
two standard deviations of MRA score.

Experimental Design
Participants completed the EMRT while monocular gaze was
monitored. Measurements of gaze were obtained from movements of the right eye, collected at a rate of 1,000 Hz using
EyeLink 1000 eye-tracking equipment (SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). On a question-by-question basis,
eye movement metrics consisted of average fixation duration
(AFD), number of fixations, and the region of highest salience
(Table 1). Additionally, the eye-tracking equipment also collected the average question-response time per participant to
supplement analysis. Target images were viewed from a distance of 40 cm, so that each figure subtended approximately
108 of visual angle, and the center-to-center distance between
the two figures subtended approximately 158. Ambient light
conditions were kept constant in the testing room at all times.

Target Images
The target images presented to the participants constituted an
EMRT. This visual test requires participants to view two
three-dimensional (3D) block figures (a “block pair”), and
indicate if the pair was the same, or different (Fig. 1) by
responding using two keys on the keyboard as quickly, and
Roach et al.

Table 1.
Definition of Eye Movement Measurements

Measurement

Definition

Average fixation duration

The mean length, in milliseconds, of a fixation performed by an individual. This value is calculated for
each question presented, for each individual participant.

Question response time

The time required in milliseconds (from the onset of image presentation, to button-press) for the
participant to respond to the question.

Number of fixations

The number of fixations completed by a participant during the course of a single question.

Region of highest salience

The region on the presented image that was attended to with the greatest frequency and duration.
This is represented by Gaussian distributions that are scaled by duration, where multiple fixations are
summed (frequency).

accurately as possible. A button-press of “1” indicated a
“same” pair, while a “2” indicated a “different” pair.
The design and execution of the EMRT is based on the
original line drawings of Shepard and Metzler, used to test
MRA (Shepard and Metzler, 1971). Unlike the original question battery used by Shepard and Metzler, which was composed of a large number of block pairs, and presented as a
paper and pencil test, the adapted EMRT consists of 16
unique block pairs that were each presented three times
throughout the course of the test with the presentation order
randomized for each participant. This adaptation yielded a
total of 48 image presentations per participant. Both the original Shepard and Metzler question battery, and the EMRT
held the same proportion of “same” and “different” questions, where 50% of questions were of the “same” condition
and the other 50% were of the “different” condition.
The EMRT was selected for this study, over other tests of
mental rotations for its clarity and ease of use in the context
of eye tracking. The observational task requires a comparison
of only two images making analysis according to region of

salience more feasible, unlike the case of the Vandenberg and
Kuse MRT, which requires the comparison of a target image
and four possible answers. Within the original 16 unique
images, the angular disparity between each block pair was
varied across these two unique 3D objects. Angular disparity
was increased in 208 clockwise increments, from 208 to 808.
Participants’ time performing the test battery was recorded,
but no time limit was applied to ensure that each participant
was exposed to the full battery of EMRT questions.
The use of eye tracking enabled the quantification of individuals’ gaze locations during the presentation of each of the
16 block pairs. Fixation maps for the right and left block for
each image were created for each participant using a Gaussian distribution to represent visual acuity (Lee et al., 2011).
The magnitude of each resulting Gaussian was scaled by the
fixation duration resulting in a fixation map for each trial
that represented both the spatial distribution of fixations and
the relative durations. Each trial fixation map was then normalized to the magnitude of the Region of Highest Salience
(the peak representing the combination of both spatial

Figure 1.
Four sample questions based on the Shepard and Metzler block pairs used in the electronic mental rotations test (Shepard and Metzler, 1971). Each pair represents
one question. Participants used a keyboard to indicate if shapes were the same or different. Answer key: images A and C are different from each other; images B
and D are identical to each other.
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Figure 2.
A schematic representing the creation of salience maps. (A) A representation of the protocol employed to interpret spatial data employing the summation of individual fixation maps to the development of a group level heat map. (B) The dichotomy between high- and low-mental rotation ability (MRA) group heat maps indicative of the position of highest salience. High MRA, on the left, fixate predominantly on one location and on little else, while low MRA on the right attend to
several points of interest. The color bar indicates the salience of the region, where red (1) represents areas of highest salience, and blue (0) represents areas of lowest
salience in arbitrary units.

attention and duration) for that trial. Normalized maps for
each image were combined to produce overall visual acuity
maps for high- and low-spatial groups (Fig. 2B).
The region of highest saliency occurring on each heat map
was then compared between groups according to location.
Six location-based categories for the region of highest saliency were created ad hoc based on the features of the blocks
(Fig. 3). This identification system served to enable the classification of which regions of the blocks drew the most attention, or spatial salience, from the participants during the
problem-solving process. The areas colored red represent
the most attended region of the image, and are indicative of
the highest salience across the group.

Data Analysis
As eye tracking yields eye movement metrics in the form of
both gaze time and location, the data analysis is separated
accordingly.
4

Temporal Analysis. The collection of eye movement
metrics facilitated a correlational analysis of MRA score
with average fixation duration, question response time, and
number of fixations per question. Additional comparisons in
terms of response times for correct and incorrect answers for
all participants were also conducted by way of the paired
Student t-test.
Analysis of Salience. The location-based classification of
highest saliency facilitated a between group comparison
across each category by frequency using the nonparametric
Fisher Exact test. This test was employed as the Fisher Exact
Test is robust to smaller sample sizes, and is specific to categorical data (Fisher, 1922; McDonald, 2014), such as the
locations employed for our salience metrics. An additional
comparison of question-by-question agreement was then conducted using Cohen’s kappa to determine how often the two
groups attended to the same location on a given question
(McHugh, 2012).
For all analysis, a significance value of less than P 5 0.05
was considered to be statistically significant.
Roach et al.

Figure 3.
A representation of the six categorizations for the location of highest spatial salience; scales to right of diagrams are arbitrary units.

RESULTS
Mental Rotation Ability as Defined by the
Electronic Mental Rotations Test (EMRT)
Twenty-three individuals participated in the study. The mean
age of participants was 25 6 5 years (male 26 6 6 and
female 25 6 5 years). Participants with EMRT scores exceeding one standard deviation above the mean (scores in excess
of 44/48) were classified as high MRA (M:F is 1:4), and
those with EMRT scores less than one standard deviation
below the mean (scores of 34/48 or less) were classified as
low MRA (M:F is 2:3). All other individuals who demonstrated scores within one standard deviation of the mean in
either direction were classified as intermediate MRA (M:F is
4:9) (Kozhevnikov et al., 2007).

The Electronic Mental Rotations Test
and the Inclusion of the Low Mental
Rotation Ability Group
In studies of performance, often only the individuals of the
highest performance ability are studied, and used as exemplars for the behavior (Just and Carpenter, 1985).
However, as the goal of this study, and of many other
studies of MRA (Just and Carpenter, 1985; Gages, 1994;
Geiser et al., 2006; Kozhevnikov et al., 2007; Nguyen et al.,
2012; Wanzel et al., 2002a,b), was to discern how high- and
low-MRA individuals differ behaviorally and how it may
Anatomical Sciences Education
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affect performance, it was prudent to include this low-ability
group of individuals.
This methodology has received scrutiny, as the EMRT is
considered a “two-alternative forced-choice” (2-AFC) test, in
which the participant must make a selection of “same” or
“different” when presented with a question (Fechner, 1966/
1966). On 2-AFC tests, a score of <50% is indicative of a
failure to complete the test, as the score is no better than that
incurred by guessing, or by chance (Ulrich and Miller, 2004).
As some of the participants populating the low-MRA group
demonstrated scores approaching 50%, further investigation
was conducted to ensure that the group performance was
indeed different from that expected by chance. That is, evidence was required to ensure that the low-MRA group was
relying on their limited ability to reason spatially, rather than
“guessing” on each question. A Binomial test (Howell, 2007)
was performed to reach this end, and it was found that the
individuals of the low-MRA group were performing higher
than that expected by chance; low group (0.65) was higher
than that expected by chance (0.5), P 5 0.03 (1-sided). This
finding confirmed that the group was not guessing as they
completed the test, and reaffirmed our inclusion of the data
derived from the low-MRA group. This finding was critical
to this study as these individuals show significant shortcomings during the completion of these spatial tasks; shortcomings which could be further exemplified through additional
experimentation. If additional differences can be observed
between high and how individuals, these differences may be
capitalized upon to develop a guided approach to spatial
problem-solving for the low-MRA individuals.
5

Figure 4.
The relationship between mental rotation ability (MRA) score and the mean
difference of response time for questions answered correctly and incorrectly.
High-MRA individuals dedicate more time to incorrect answers, and less time
to correct answers than low-MRA individuals do, thus creating a larger mean
difference.

Temporal Measurements
To better understand the relationship between temporal eye
movements during the completion of the EMRT, this study
first conducted an investigation to discern if differences
existed for these variables (average fixation duration,
question-response time, and number of fixations) based on
whether the question was answered correctly or incorrectly.
This was achieved through a paired Student’s t-test, in which
each participant’s correct and incorrect mean values were
contrasted. No significant differences were observed for the
incorrect and correct answers for the measures of AFD and
number of fixations; but there were differences observed for
response time, which aligns with the findings of MRA and
response time (Fig. 4).
Additional analysis with regard to MRA score and the
duration of time dedicated to question solving were conducted. A Pearson correlation was employed to elucidate this
relationship, (r 5 20.35, n 5 23, P 5 0.044). Individuals of
high MRA showed a greater mean difference between
response times dedicated to correct and incorrect answers
(Fig. 4). This finding suggests that during the process of solving a given question, individuals of high MRA will dedicate
more time to solving a question they perceive to be challenging than a low-MRA individual would.
Additionally, an investigation into the hypothesized relationship between the temporal variables and MRA score was
conducted by way of a correlational analysis. A Pearson correlation showed no significant relationship between AFD
(r 5 0.16, n 5 23, P 5 0.457), number of fixations (r 5 0.17,
n 5 23, P 5 0.445), and response time (r 5 0.26, n 5 23,
P 5 0.228) with MRA.
An additional Pearson correlation was employed using
within-participants standard deviations to elucidate any intraparticipant differences that exist between the temporal variables and MRA. This approach is commonly employed in
physical task performance analyses to elucidate patterns of
variability between groups, to demonstrate consistent performance on a given task, such as reaching or grasping
(Khan and Franks, 2000; Khan et al., 2003; Heath, 2005). In
this case, the within-participant analysis of individual variance was completed in effort to observe how consistent individuals of high and low MRA were (in terms of response
6

Figure 5.
The frequency distribution of highest saliency by region, for both high- and
low-mental rotation ability (MRA) groups. No significant difference between
the two groups was observed, suggesting that the groups attend to the regions
in the same proportion.

time) as they completed all 48 questions. This was achieved
through analysis of the intraparticipant standard deviations
for each of the variables, for each participant. The withinparticipant standard deviations, when correlated with MRA,
demonstrate a significant positive correlation between individual question-response time variability and MRA (r 5 0.49,
n 5 23, P 5 0.018). No other correlations were observed
between the within-participant variation of the other two variables of interest and MRA scores (average fixation duration:
r 5 0.09, n 5 23, P 5 0.699) and number of fixations (r 5
0.32, n 5 23, P 5 0.128).

Salience Measurements
In order to address the second aim of this study, to determine
where individuals of high and low MRA attend on the
images during spatial reasoning, only the five highest and five
lowest scoring individuals’ eye movement metrics were analyzed (n 5 10). Each block pair question was subdivided into
right- and left-side blocks and fixation maps were generated
for comparison. The regions of greatest saliency were calculated based on the combined group fixation maps, and contrasted per question (Fig. 2A). The analysis indicated that the
parts of the image with the highest salience occur in the same
frequency for both groups, overall (Fig. 5).
However, when a question-by-question analysis was completed to establish the agreement between the two groups, it
was observed that in 65% of questions, the region of highest
salience was different (K 5 0.21). Indeed, the two groups
attend to the same region on a given question only 35% of
the time, representing a poor agreement between the two
groups. That is, the timing of when and where high- and
low-MRA subjects attended differed significantly on a
question-by-question basis.

DISCUSSION
This study correlated measurements of eye movements to
MRAs in an effort to distinguish if gaze patterns are
Roach et al.

associated with successful completion of a mental rotation
test. In previous studies, individuals with higher MRAs completed the original Shepard and Metzler test questions (Shepard and Metzler, 1971) faster, and with fewer errors than
low-MRA individuals (Just and Carpenter, 1985); thus, it
was hypothesized that MRA would be negatively correlated
with average fixation duration, average response time, and
number of fixations. Additionally, it was predicted that MRA
would be positively correlated with a higher AFD in spatially
salient regions of the block image pairs of the EMRT.
Through the observation and quantification of the eye
movements of high- and low-MRA individuals, it was
thought that a greater understanding of the processes that
lend to success on spatial tasks could be revealed. The findings of this analysis are twofold as the first half pertains to
temporal measurements (average fixation duration, question
response time, and number of fixations), to distinguish how
low- and high-MRA individuals differ temporally during the
EMRT. The second half of analysis focuses on spatial information pertaining to both the duration of time and location
of individuals dedicate to salient regions of the presented
images on the EMRT.

Temporal Measurements
From a temporal perspective with this untimed test, there
appears to be a considerable lack of distinction between the
high- and low-MRA individuals with regard to overall time
to complete the EMRT. Closer examination of eye movements reveals the relationship between average fixation duration and EMRT score (r 5 0.16) and trial response time and
EMRT score (r 5 0.26). These findings suggest that, when
unencumbered by a time limit, individuals of high MRA tend
to spend more time in fixation, and spend more time in
answering overall, than individuals of low MRA. The attention devoted by the high-MRA individuals to salient regions
is not supported by weak relationship between the number of
fixations performed, and EMRT score (r 5 0.17). Given that
fixation is related to cognitive processing(Just and Carpenter,
1976; Shepard and Cooper, 1986), results of this study suggest that individuals of high MRA tend to spend more time
assessing spatially salient features of the blocks on average,
than their low-MRA peers. It is hypothesized that the highMRA individuals implement these features to assist in correctly identifying if the block pairs are the same or different.
However, the lack of significant correlational relationships
between the time-related measures and MRA score encouraged a subsequent within participants comparison, to elucidate patterns in variability that are specific to high- and lowMRA individuals.
The within-participant analysis of variability for each of
the time-related measures, coupled with the mean difference
analysis of response time for correct and incorrect answers,
was more descriptive in establishing a dichotomy between
high- and low-MRA individuals. Despite the observation of
very little relationship between AFD variability and variability in the number of fixations, there was a significant relationship between response time variability and MRA score
(r 5 0.49, n 5 23, P 5 0.018), and between mean difference in
response time for the ratio of correct/incorrect answers and
MRA score (r 5 20.36, n 5 23, P 5 0.044). This finding suggests that individuals of high MRA demonstrate much more
variability in response time throughout the course of the
Anatomical Sciences Education
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EMRT while low-MRA individuals are more rigid in their
response times, answering each question after approximately
5 sec regardless of the inherent visual properties of the question. This may be evidence of the phenomenon known as
“learned helplessness” that is typically exhibited by lowability individuals. Learned helplessness is a phenomenon, in
which an individual establishes that the outcome associated
with a response to a task is unpredictable, and becomes
debilitated and unable to complete the task (Maier and Seligman, 1976). In this study, low-MRA individuals may have
been confronted with questions they perceived as very challenging, perhaps overwhelming their visual working memory,
and rushed to an answer, rather than taking the required
time required to solve it(Mayer and Sims, 1994)
Although indirect, these observations may indicate an
increased working memory capacity for individuals possessing higher MRA (Huk, 2006). Much of the literature on
performance and training suggests that with increased proficiency comes reduced variability, and improved consistency
(Ericsson, 2004). The current data suggest that the consistency is based on correct answers and not the process undertaken to arrive at the correct answer, and that additional
factors are at play when high-MRA individuals completed
this test. That is, greater variability observed in high-MRA
individuals may relate to increased flexibility in underlying
cognitive processing linked to increased working memory.
For example, the observation of high variability of response
times in the high-MRA group may be representative of
enhanced conflict monitoring. The conflict hypothesis posits
that monitoring of response conflict may serve as a signal
that activates control mechanisms required to overcome conflict and perform effectively (Botvinick et al., 2001). The conflict hypothesis suggests that behavioral adjustments and the
engagement of cognitive control follow exposure to a
response conflict. Thus, differences in response time are
attributable to the high level of conflict associated with
“incongruent” (or “different”) questions, that yield a greater
recruitment of cognitive control and attention for the following question (Botvinick et al., 2001).The act of conflict monitoring, and subconsciously devoting more time to more
challenging questions may be responsible for the dichotomy
of performance between our two groups.

Salience Measurements
Secondary to the analysis of the time-related measurements
associated with EMRT completion, this study also set forth
to discern the relationship between MRA and regional apprehension patterns during test completion. The analysis of the
regions of visual salience provided perspective into apprehension approaches typical to both high- and low-MRA individuals. The results demonstrated that across the entire EMRT,
both groups attend to features of the blocks at approximately
the same frequency. However, as this measure only refers to
the overall distribution of the regions of highest salience, little information can be garnered as to how the two groups
behave on a question-by-question basis. Individuals with
higher spatial ability may demonstrate different visual search
patterns compared to lower spatially able individuals
(Wheeler and Treisman, 2002). This may also be the direct
result of limitations of working memory in the low MRA
group (Huk, 2006); which could influence a more dispersed,
less focal, searching of the images for comparison, due to
7

their reduced ability to hold an exemplar image in one’s
working memory during the process of spatial reasoning
(Baddeley, 2003) (Fig. 2B).
The difference in approach between the two groups is further illustrated through the application of the Cohen’s kappa
coefficient to evaluate the agreement between them. Through
this analysis, it was possible to observe the likelihood of the
two groups attending to the same location on a given question (McHugh, 2012) was quite low. High- and low-MRA
individuals attended to the same location on a given question
only 33% of the time. This dichotomy of visual apprehension
between high and low groups is mirrored in the work of
other who contrasted the visual search patterns of novice and
expert laparoscopists (Wilson et al. 2011) and experience
with images in anatomy students (Zumwalt et al., 2015). In
these paradigms, expert laparoscopists directed their gaze to
very specific regions of a visual familiar surgical scene, while
novices directed their gaze nonspecifically over a broad range
of visual areas without apparent direction or focus (Wilson
et al., 2010). In the student population, as familiarity grew
students attended to “cognitively salient regions” with more
fixations and longer observation times overall.
If individuals of high and low MRA approach or “view”
identical images in different ways, and reach different conclusions, then eye movement data-driven approaches and gazedirected instructional methods may present an opportunity
for education (Wilson et al., 2011; Vine et al., 2012). In
domains of high spatial complexity such as anatomy, informing low-MRA populations where and when to “look” during
task completion could serve to improve their spatial reasoning and potentially improve task performance overall (Neider
et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2011). The data derived from this
study also lends indirect support to Vorstenbosch’s suggestions that using images on anatomical examination changes
the item difficulty and may jeopardize the validity of the
assessment itself (Vorstenbosch et al., 2013). Implications of
this study suggest persons with widely differing spatial ability
approach spatially challenging questions quite differently.
Furthermore, high- and low-MRA participants shared common approaches only 35% of the time further indicating differing strategies linked to spatial ability that significantly
affects performance on an anatomical task (Nguyen et al.,
2014). Whether a strategy is related purely to sensory input,
that is gaze alone, or other factors potentially related to
memory, is yet to be determined, but this study suggests gaze
to be a significant contributing factor.

Limitations
Unlike other research evaluating MRA, this study did not limit
the duration of time that individuals were permitted to complete the EMRT. This augmentation was implemented in an
effort to ensure that all participants gained exposure to all the
image pair stimuli. This decision may have served to limit this
study as the speed of problem solving may be a factor predicting success on tests of mental rotations (Delgado and Prieto,
1996; Nguyen et al., 2014; Resnick, 1993). Without the pressure of a temporal “cut-off,” participants of all levels of MRA
may have spent a greater duration of time deciphering the
image pairs, and “double-checking” their choice prior to
answering. In fact, this study observed that without a cut-off
time, participants spent up to 20 times longer per question
than that typically observed in timed tests of mental rotations.
8

The paradigm employed image replication to decrease variability in the temporal eye metrics. Each image pair was presented in triplicate, a decline in duration required to solve the
question on each subsequent presentation may have occurred.
Thus, individuals may have been reliant on recollections of
previous answers, rather than on active spatial reasoning to
solve the problems. Theoretically, this could thus yield
shorter response times for each subsequent viewing, and
hearken more to the participants working memory capacity
than their abilities.
Finally, this study may have been limited by sample size.
As the analysis of salience was conducted on data derived
from a subset of the overall sample, there is a possibility that
greater differences may have been observed if a larger sample
size was examined.
Future studies should seek to examine if similar patterns
exist in time-sensitive environments that are more reflective of
traditional MRTs and typical assessment in anatomy and the
STEMM disciplines. The application of a time-limitation may
serve to exacerbate the dichotomy between the high and low
MRA individuals, compelling participants to rely on their innate
cognitive abilities relating to speeded rotation, rather than on
potential strategy. Such a modification would likely yield lower
average MRA scores, and a reduction of the positive kurtosis
noted in the scores of this study (Caissie et al., 2009).

Future Directions
The current approach explores a previously unaddressed
participant-centered, eye movement-based, approach to analyzing spatial test completion. The implications of future
research along this trajectory may inform eye movement
guided strategies for the instruction of spatially relevant
information (Wilson et al., 2011), and possibly extend to spatially complex disciplines including, but not limited to anatomical sciences, surgical skill training, and other science,
technology, engineering, medical, and mathematical
(STEMM) disciplines.

CONCLUSIONS
The findings of this study suggest further analysis under the
constraint of a time limitation and perhaps with a greater
number of visual elements, to better understand the role that
eye movements play during spatial reasoning. Additionally, as
the current work delves into the underlying mechanisms that
govern spatial reasoning, future work aims to better illustrate
the complex cognitive processes, such as conflict monitoring,
that underpin the innate aptitudes for success in mental rotations. If additional differences can be observed between high
and how individuals, these differences may be capitalized
upon to develop a guided approach to spatial problem solving for the low-MRA individuals.
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